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As the ball dropped in Times Square and we welcomed in another New Year, as a whole,investors were very pleased with 2013 and now turn their attention strategies for 2014.The year ahead looks to be another one filled with political and economic considerationsand potential hazards which leaves investors with a lot to consider. We have situations suchas markets surpassing all time highs and passing the levels only experienced prior to theFinancial Crisis, Housing and Employment Levels, Chairman of the Fed Ben Bernanke andhis departure, the implementation of Obamacare, the inability of our elected officials tomake decisions on The Debt Ceiling, and their agonizing policy of kicking the can down theroad and not dealing with real issues such as Entitlement Programs looming and the issue ofunderfunding. Investors must make logical decisions and not invest based on emotionalfeelings toward specific events or policies. We like to advise clients to pay attention to theseevents, but not allow what we call the “crisis du jour” or even what some of the talkingheads describe to be as the pending “catasrophe du jour”, impeded prudent financialdecions.As was the case in 2011, 2013 gave us another Debt Ceiling Showdown. On July 21, 2011,the Dow reached 12,724 its high point in the months immediately preceding the debt ceilingfight. Oct. 3, the Dow had bottomed out at 10,655 a decline of 2,069 points from its pre-debtceiling peak, and its lowest level in about a year. On October 1, 2013 the governmentshutdown and the Dow closed at 15,129. During the Debt Ceiling debate The Dow was aslow as 14,742 and when the government finally reached a deal and re-opened the Dowclosed at 15,373. A far cry from the huge decline in 2011. The deal extends thegovernment's borrowing authority through Feb 7, 2014. Once again our officials kicked thecan down the road rather than hitting the issues head on. In the upcoming months I believeinvestors will not act as they did in 2011 but rather with the calm and poise as they did in2013. Investors do not believe that either the House or the Senate will be foolish enough toactually default on our obligations and ruin a credit rating that has been building for morethan 200 years. The Deal reached in 2013 maintains spending caps set by Republicans thatkeep government funding at $986 billion annually and reopened the government fully withfunds to continue running through Jan. 15, 2014.In 2013 we saw stocks approach, hit, and surpass the levels that only had been experiencedprior to the Financial Crisis. Establishing a market outlook can be tricky; nonetheless, Citi'sTobias Levkovich forecasts 1,900 for the S&P 500 and Dow 17,100 for 2014. But he warnsthis may not be a straight shot up. We are a little more cautious as to what 2014 will shapeup to be than such forecast, but in candidness we didn’t expect returns to the degree weexperienced in 2013. GDP, Housing, and Employment Levels can also fuel a strong domesticstock market rally. The Wall Street Journal conducted a survey of top economists fromDecember 6-10, 2013 (http://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/info-flash08.html?project=EFORECAST07) which concluded that the most likely outcome for2014 GDP is a 2.8% increase, a jobless rate declining to 6.6% by the end of next year andconsumer inflation of 2.5% or less through the end of 2015. They also see home prices



rising 5.22% year over year in 2014 after a 7.85% gain across 2013. Investors have severalways to play the improving housing market such as, buying and renting houses, investing inREITS, investing in housing builders such as Toll Brothers and Lennard, suppliers such asHome Depot and Lowes, banks that provide mortgages such as Wells Fargo and JP Morganwho are number one and two in the country respectively, and mortgage insurers such asMGIC Investment Corp. and Radian Group Inc.Earlier last year Larry Summers withdrew his name from the running to become the nextChairman of the Fed. which opened the door for Janet Yellento be the next Chairman of theFed. Not to mention, the first woman to hold this position. Ms. Yellen is considered by manyon Wall Street to be a dove (more concerned with unemployment than with inflation) and assuch to be less likely to advocate Federal Reserve interest rate hikes, as compared, forexample, to a hawk. With that in mind, The Wall Street Journal (according to the samesurvey from December 6 – 10, 2013: http://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/info-flash08.html?project=EFORECAST07) asks 52 economists for their take on things eachmonth, on consensus these analysts see the Federal Reserve keeping the benchmarkinterest rate at 0-0.25% for all of 2014. As for the yield on the 10-year note, their consensusprojection has it hitting 3.28% in June 2014 and 3.57% in December 2014. With this inmind investors who are more risk adverse may want to steer away from US Treasuries andlook to other fixed income instruments such as high yield bonds or bond funds, as well aspossibly preferred and common stocks with consistent dividends.The Affordable Care Act or what has more commonly come to be known as “Obamacare”was passed by the Congress and Senate, signed by President Obama and even upheld as lawby the Supreme Court. To take advantage of all the additional individuals who are nowqualified for health care coverage clients may want to add some of the healthcarecompanies into their portfolio that will benefit from this. Companies such as Aetna,UnitedHealth, WellPoint, Molina, and Humana are leading players in developing productsfor health insurance exchanges. Health insurance exchanges, which went into operationOctober 1, are key to expand health insurance coverage. To diversify across the industrythere are some ETF’s investors may want to look at such as: SPDR S&P Healthcare ServicesETF, Health Care Select Sector SPDR, iShares US Healthcare ETF, iShares US HealthCareProviders ETF. The effectiveness of this new program is something to keep an eye on .As always a well-diversified portfolio can typically weather storms. Investors however, haveto be careful not to over diversify as well. To plan for 2014, many can contribute to a Rothor Traditional IRA with a to contribute for 2013 of April15, 2014.  You can defer up to$5,500 into a Roth or Traditional for tax year 2013, $6,500 if they are 50 or older. However,depending on income level these contributions may be phased out. To offset taxes clientsshould start to think about selling off losing positions in their portfolio. Where they canclaim $3,000 in losses to offset any gains. Losses exceeding $3,000 can be carried forwardinto following tax years. For tax efficiency one may want to put income-producinginvestments inside an IRA for example a stock that has had a big capital gain and perhaps ifthey are holding a Municipal Bond direct that investment into a brokerage account forfavorable tax treatment. If investors don’t understand what is going on they should consulta professional and generate an efficient and customized financial plan.  For those whoalready have plans, it’s a good idea to review and make any updates or adjustments as goalsor objectives may change.
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